1...ANIMALS                      GEOSCIENCES        070509
Officers reported out with two dogs. Officers transported both to the animal shelter.

2...VANDALISM                    DE ROSA CENTER     070609
Officer responded to a report of a possible BB gun bullet hit one of the windows. Officer initiated a report.

3...WEAPONS                      LOT 2              070609
Officer conducted a vehicle stop and located several weapons in the vehicle. Driver was arrested for possession of weapons on school grounds.

4...FIELD CHECKOUT               DWIGHT & DAVE BRUBECK       070709
Officers conducted a checkout on a male subject. Subject was interviewed and warned.

5...VEHICLE THEFT                 STADIUM DR          070709
Victim reported his vehicle stolen. Officer initiated a report.

6...CASUALTY                     DAVE BRUBECK        070709
Officers assisted SPD and SFD on scene at an off campus address. Officers reported a male subject attempted suicide.

7...VEHICLE ACCIDENT             ALPINE & PACIFIC     070709
Officer reported a vehicle accident. Both parties exchanged insurance information.

8...SUSPICIOUS INCIDENT          MORMON CHURCH PKING LOT 070709
Officers responded to a report of a male subject following the female caller. Officers determined the subject driving the vehicle is the ex-boyfriend and learned of an earlier disturbance with both subjects at an off campus restaurant handled by SPD. Both subjects were interviewed.

9...SUSPICIOUS INCIDENT          LOT 2              070709
Staff reported a large group of subjects in a disturbance, challenging to fight. Officers responded and made contact. Subjects were interviewed and officers were able to ID the subjects involved.
10...THEFT TOWNHOUSES 070809
Staff reported a male subject stole recyclables from the area. Officer responded and initiated a report.

11...VEHICLE ACCIDENT LOT 27 070809
Officer responded to a report of a white truck that backed into a John Deere tractor and fled. Officer initiated a report.

12...WARRANT ARREST SWIMMING POOL 070909
Officer conducted a checkout on a male subject going through the dumpster. Officer learned of an outstanding warrant and arrested the subject at 10:42 AM. Subject was arrested and transported to the county jail.

13...FIELD CHECKOUT LOT 10 070909
Officer conducted a checkout on a male subject wandering in the parking lot. Subject was contacted, interviewed and revoked from campus.

14...TRESPASSING SPANOS CENTER 070909
Officer contacted three juveniles who jumped onto the hill on the north side of the building. Officer reported three in custody for possession of spray paint and trespassing. Juveniles were arrested via citation and released to parents.

15...INFORMATION STAGG WAY 070909
Officer located a stop sign knocked down. Temporary replacement set up and officer initiated a report.

16...TRAFFIC CRIMINAL PERSHING & ALPINE 071009
Officer tried to conduct a vehicle stop. Driver failed to yield. SPD located the vehicle and driver was arrested for exhibition of speed and driving without a license. Officer towed the vehicle and driver was arrested via citation and released.

17...VANDALISM KLEIN FAMILY FIELD 071009
Officer reported vandalism to the scoreboard. Officer initiated a report.

18...SUSPICIOUS INCIDENT ATCHLEY & DAVE BRUBECK 071009
Officer reported confiscating a placard from a vehicle.

19...AIDED STOCKTON PD ALPINE AVE 071009
Officers responded to assist SPD on a disturbance at S-Mart foods until additional SPD units were able to respond. SPD handled.
20…CASUALTY
OFFICER REQUESTED MEDICS FOR A FEMALE SUBJECT WHO CAME TO THE DEPARTMENT FOR ASSISTANCE. SUBJECT HAD A SELF INFlicted WOUND TO HER WRIST. SUBJECT WAS TRANSPORTED VIA AMBULANCE TO A LOCAL HOSPITAL.

21…AIDED STOCKTON PD
OFFICER ASSISTED SPD WITH A VANDALISM. OFFICERS RESPONDED TO ASSIST.

22…AIDED DELTA PD
OFFICERS REQUESTED TO ASSIST DELTA PD WHILE ON A VEHICLE STOP. OFFICERS RESPONDED AND ASSISTED.

23…JUVENILE INCIDENT
OFFICER RESPONDED TO A REPORT OF FOUR JUVENILES TRYING TO ENTER THE BUILDING. OFFICER MADE CONTACT AND REQUESTED AN ADDITIONAL UNIT TO ASSIST. ALL JUVENILES WERE INTERVIEWED AND REVOKED FROM CAMPUS.

24…SUSPICIOUS INCIDENT
STOCKTON FIRE REQUESTED OFFICERS CHECK THE AREA DUE TO A REPORT OF SMOKE NEAR THE CHAPEL.